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established as well.
Quantum technologies can be grouped into three
categories: quantum computing & simulation, quantum
communication, quantum sensing and measuring [9].
Quantum computing can dramatically speed up certain
complex problem-solving that would otherwise take billions
of years for today’s classical computers. Quantum
communication can protect information channels against
eavesdropping by means of quantum cryptography. Quantum
sensing can be exploited to enhance the performance of
measurements of physical quantities, atomic clock is an
example of quantum sensor.
Patent data can give a valuable insight into technology
development and trends, then the article analyzes the
worldwide patent landscape for quantum technologies,
focusing on quantum computing (including quantum
simulation), quantum communication and quantum sensing
(including quantum measuring and timing) respectively, in
order to give a comprehensive overview of quantum
technologies, as well as their development and application
situation and trends, which may help for the planning and
investment in quantum technology research in future.

Abstract—Quantum technologies attracted much attention
for their disruptive potential in last two decades. The article
analyzes the worldwide patent landscape for quantum
technologies based on data extracted from Derwent Innovation
and Web of Science. The quantum technologies were grouped
into three distinct technology areas of quantum computing,
quantum communication and quantum sensing, to demonstrate
detailed development and trends respectively. It shows that
quantum technology is a highly competitive research field, and
United States, China and Japan are the most prominent
countries, in particular China made a great progress in recent
years. United States has a significant advantage in the field of
quantum computing, which is the most promising field,
meanwhile China has a significant advantage in the field of
quantum communication and succeeds in launching a quantum
satellite.
Index Terms—Patent analysis, quantum communication,
quantum computing, quantum sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent two decades, quantum technologies, which
make use of the “strange” quantum properties, such as
superposition and entanglement [1], have attracted much
attention in social circles, for their breakthrough applications
expected in space, energy, environment, security, health, and
scientific research of diverse disciplines. A lot of countries
have launched large research programmes on quantum
technologies. For example, the US “National Quantum
Initiative Act” [2] signed into law established a coordinated
multiagency National Quantum Initiative Program to
accelerate the development of quantum information science
and its technology applications; European quantum
technology flagship initiative with €1 billion budget was
launched to develop a quantum web, where quantum
computers, simulators and sensors are interconnected via
quantum communication networks [3]; the UK national
strategy for quantum technologies [4] and the accompanying
roadmap [5] aimed at creating a coherent government,
industry and academic quantum technology community;
China launched a quantum satellite Micius and accomplished
a quantum key distribution (QKD) link spanning Europe and
Asia [6]; Germany [7] and Japan [8] also developed
ambitious plans for quantum technologies. Meanwhile, large
multinational corporations like IBM, Intel, Google,
Microsoft, Toshiba, NEC etc., have started to invest heavily
in quantum technologies, a number of start-ups were

II. METHODOLOGY
The data used for analysis were extracted from the
worldwide patent database Derwent Innovation (DI), then
were cleaned and treated by Derwent Data Analyzer (DDA)
and DI. The quantum technologies fall into three distinct
technology areas of quantum computing, quantum
communication and quantum sensing. At the same time, the
brief bibliometric analysis based on Web of Science for
quantum technologies was carried to compare with the patent
analysis, in order to show unique features of development of
quantum technologies.
A. Data Retrieving and Cleaning
Searching was conducted in Derwent Innovation and Web
of Science, for the concepts of quantum computing, quantum
communication, quantum sensing respectively. The key
words for searching included “quantum comput*”, “quantum
chip(s)”, qubit, “quantum simulation”, “quantum
communicat*”, “quantum key distribution”, “quantum
sens*”, “quantum measure*”, and so on. Patent collection
was limited to one document per family using Derwent
World Patent Index (DWPI) families. Assignee names were
standardized based on known mergers, acquisitions, and
change of ownership. There were 2631 documents for
quantum computing, 1732 for quantum communication and
1180 for quantum sensing based on the patents searching by
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was a quick increase in the patent application of three
quantum technologies over the last five years, the same as Fig.
1. For quantum computing, there was a jump in patent
application in 2002 that continued with steady growth
through 2014, then showing an exponential growth from
2014, which can be verified by the large scale investment
from transnational companies, like Google, IBM, Microsoft,
Intel, D-Waves, etc., as well as a number of governments.
The field of quantum communication demonstrated the same
trends as quantum computing, but the onset of the former was
over 20 years later than the latter. The research of quantum
sensing began in 1960s and made slower progress compared
with the other two. Fig. 2(b) showed the academic paper
publication trends by year, the field of quantum computing
showed a much steeper increase than the other two, giving
the facts that quantum computing is in spotlight and
attracting much more attention whether for its prospect in
application, or the theory behind technology.

B. Data Analysis and Visualization
DDA and DI were used to clean and treat the raw data, as
well as data integration and visualization. We studied the
yearly publication or application trends, life cycle of
quantum technologies, as well as major countries, core
institution and key research areas in quantum computing,
quantum communication and quantum sensing R&D
respectively, to show the development at the moment and the
trends in future.

III. OVERVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT OF QUANTUM
TECHNOLOGIES
A. Overall Development Trends and Features

Fig. 1. Overall quantum technologies development trend based on
publication by year.
(Note: the patent application publishing has almost 18-month delay from
their earliest filing date, so there may have not the whole patent data in 2018
and 2019.)

As shown in Fig. 1, quantum technologies have been seen
rapid growth over the last thirty years, based on both patent
application and paper publication. In order to provide more
details about overall development trend of quantum
technologies, we changed the scale of the Y axis to
logarithmic. The paper publication related to quantum
technologies stepped to a new level from 1991 and
maintained a quick increase since then. Meanwhile, the
progress of patent application was stagnating and declined to
a low stage in the latter half of 1990s. Since 2002, the patent
application of quantum technologies moved up a gear,
attributing largely to more and more attraction that quantum
computing and quantum communication got. It seems that the
surging of theory researches about quantum technologies
attracted attention to their disruptive potential application
and promoted the technology transfer. The patent application
moved up to another notch and showed extraordinary growth
since 2014, in line with the boom in commercialization of
quantum technologies from 2014. At the same time, more and
more governments and corporates produced ambitious plans
and made huge investments to quantum computing, quantum
communication and quantum sensing, the institutions and
personal researchers also put a lot of effort as well.
Fig. 2 showed overall development trends of three
different quantum technologies. As shown in Fig. 2(a), there

Fig. 2. Overall development trends for different quantum technologies by
year (a) patent application; (b) paper publication.

B. Technology Life Cycle Analysis
The life cycle of quantum technologies based on patent
analysis was shown in Fig. 3. Before 2000, all of three
quantum technologies were in the period of technology
trigger, with a few of both application documents and
assignees / applicants. From 2000 or so, quantum
technologies entered the period of development. For the field
of quantum computing, more and more institutions and
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companies took part in, showing rapid growing of assignees
since 2002, which contributed to the first wave of growth as
showed in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. But as the numbers of application
were stable in this period, this growth was smooth. For the
field of quantum communication, there also had a steady
growth because both assignees and applications were showed
moderate growth, which is different from the field of
quantum computing. Both quantum computing and quantum
communication entered the period of rapid expansion since
2014, with the rapid growth of assignees and applications.
Quantum computers with different qubit roadmap appeared
with increasing of numbers of qubits, quantum
communication network was established and quantum
satellite was launched, more and more start-ups emerged as
well. The field of quantum sensing entered the period of
development since 2003 and remained relatively rapid
growth, except for a little stagnation from 2010 to 2014. The
application increased quickly against a slow increase of
assignee since 2015, which indicated that the quantum
sensing technology is tending to mature, showing a different
trends with the other two.

Fig. 3. Life cycles for quantum technologies: (a) quantum computing; (b)
quantum communication; (c) quantum sensing.

IV. DEVELOPMENT AND TRENDS FOR QUANTUM
TECHNOLOGIES BY CATEGORIES
A. Quantum Computing
As shown in Fig. 4, in the field of quantum computing, the
United States was the most prominent country with 1170
priority filings, surpassing the sum of Japan, which was
second with 545 priority filings, and China, which was third
with 520 priority filings. United States also remained high
speed growth of patent application and publishing. Japan
reached the peak around 2004 and was in decline after then.
China started quantum computing research on 2003 in the
view of patent application, much later than United States and
Japan, but made a great progress and had a steep growth in
patent application recent years.

Fig. 4. Quantum computing development trends based on patent by priority
country and priority year.

Fig. 5 showed Top 20 assignees in quantum computing
field, which illustrated that the quantum computing R&D
was carried mainly by companies. D-Wave from Canada had
the largest portfolio of quantum computing patent families in
this study, Hefei Origin Quantum from China made large
progress and ranked No. 15. United States and Japan each
had nine of these core companies and institutions, showing
their powerful and solid strength in research of quantum
computing.
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Fig. 5. Top 20 assignees in quantum computing R & D.
Fig. 7. Quantum communication development trends based on patent by
priority country and priority year.

Fig. 6 showed the core technologies for quantum
computing and the layout of United States, China and Japan
in this field. The research and application of quantum
computing focused on the areas of logical qubits, quantum
devices, superconductor materials, image and video, key etc.,
which may be grouped in three parts of qubit, device or
hardware, and application (including algorithm). United
States developed overall planning for all of three areas, with
particular interest in qubit and device, where the
multinational corporations like Google, IBM, Intel, and
Microsoft heavily invested on. China had the greatest
concentration in the area of application, with particular
emphasis on image data and algorithm. Japan concentrated
on application, especially for signal quantization, but also put
emphasis on semiconductor device.

Fig. 8. Top 20 assignees in quantum communication R & D.

Fig. 6. Core technologies layout in quantum computing.
Fig. 9. Core technologies layout in quantum communication.

B. Quantum Communication
As shown in Fig. 7, China had a significant advantage in
the field of quantum communication to outshine others with
955 priority filings, more than half of all filings. United
States gave rise to a small upsurge in quantum
communication in the first half of 2000s. It can be seen that
United States and Japan pay little attention to quantum
communication at present.
Top 20 assignees in quantum communication field were
shown in Fig. 8, most of them were companies. There were
13 Chinese assignees, 5 of which were universities or
academic institutes. In the rest, three came from Japan, two
came from Korea, one came from United States, and one
came from Malaysia.

Fig. 9 showed the core technologies for quantum
communication and the layout of United States, China and
Japan in this field. The research and application of quantum
communication focused on the areas of quantum key
distribution, phase modulation, signal laser, quantum channel,
random generator, number generator, polarization,
encryption, registration, resistor etc. Chinese research in
quantum communication covered a variety of technology
topics, which made it take the leading position in this field.
C. Quantum Sensing
In the field of quantum sensing, China, United States and
Japan were still Top 3 countries with 491, 351 and 153
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priority filings respectively, particularly China remained a
very high rate of rise in last three years, as show in Fig. 10. In
general, attention that quantum sensing drew was not as
much as quantum computing and quantum communication.
From another point of view, we could say quantum sensing
may be the most mature technology among the three quantum
technologies.

The core technologies for quantum sensing and the layout
of United States, China and Japan in this field were shown in
Fig. 12. The research and application of quantum sensing
focused on the areas of substrate surface structure, vapor cell,
rubidium atom clock, quantum sensor, ion trap, servo circuit,
photo pair, video signal, evacuate, autonomous etc. Both of
China and United States developed overall planning for
quantum sensing R&D, involving a variety of key
technologies. Japan concentrated on video signal, image and
information store.

V. CONCLUSION
Based on above results and discussion, the article give an
overall picture for the evolution of quantum technologies, as
well as detailed trends analysis for quantum computing,
quantum communication and quantum sensing respectively.
Quantum technologies show an exponential growth in recent
years, especially for quantum computing, for it disruptive
potential to change traditional computation and widespread
scientific research. Hence transnational corporations such as
Intel, Google, IBM, and Microsoft compete fiercely for
quantum computing, as well as many governments. Quantum
communication has also attracted much interest and gave
some successful cases for application, but there still need a
lot of endeavor to achieve quantum web. Quantum sensing is
getting more mature and close to practice, which has been
pointed out in UK’s roadmap for quantum technologies: a
number of application for quantum sensing are expected to
arise within 5 years, meanwhile, it is expected to be 20 years
at least before the practical quantum computers are widely
available [5].
For countries, Unites States, China and Japan have
significant advantages in quantum technologies R&D,
particularly China made a great progress in recent years, for
example, quantum satellite Micius launched. United States
occupies a position of strategic importance in quantum
computing research and develops an overall planning. China
lacks in strength for core technologies R&D of quantum
computing, such as research for qubit technology and
quantum devices. Japan progresses steadily and focuses on
application of quantum technologies as usual.

Fig. 10. Quantum sensing development trends based on patent by priority
country and priority year.

Top 20 assignees in quantum sensing field were shown in
Fig. 11, half of them were academic institutes or universities,
most of which came from China. In all assignees, 11 came
from China, 4 came from United States, 4 came from Japan,
and one came from Switzerland. The assignees from United
States and Japan were all companies.

Fig. 11. Top 20 assignees in quantum sensing R & D.
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